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I. INTRODUOTION

This study was undertaken to determine, as far as may be,

:.
.. ... ..~

'.~; , :: ':' ',.. .. '

1

A.Reasons for this Study.

The-opinion that students who elect Industrial Arts as

1
Helen E. Stimson, An Analysis of the Possible Uses of

the Scholarship Index at Indiana State Teachers Oollege.

Oontributions of the Graduate School, No. 161, Indiana State

TeachersOollege, Terre Haute; Table III, p. 18
2
Ibid., Table V. p. 20.

On comparing the general scholarship index of students on

the Bachelor of Science curriculum with those on the Industrial

Arts curriculum, she also found that there were seventy~one

chances in one hundred that a true difference in favor of the
2

Industrial Arts group existed.

the degree of truth in the opinion mentioned above.

B. Review of Previous Studies.

their major subject are inferior in intelligence and scho~

lastic achievement to students who elect their major sUbject

from the academic field, has long been a popular assumption.

In a search of the literature available only one study

was found which made comparisons similar to this study.

Helen E. Stimson £ound that, upon comparing the general

scholarship indexes of students on the regular A. B. curricu

lum, there were ninety-five chances in one hundred that a true

difference in favor of the A. B. group existed!
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She also found that there were sixty-three chanoes in

one hundred tnat a true difference in favor of the students

on the'Industrial Arts curriculum 'over those on the Academic
3

curriculum existed. In her comparison of all curricular

groups, she found that the Industrial Arts group ranked below

all except Primary, B. S., Academic, and Physical Education

groups in mean scholarship index.

Judging from the paucity of investigations in this parti-

cular field, some further research in other schools as well

as Indiana State Teachers College, should be done.

C. The Scope of this Study.

The personnel of the groups to be ~ompared with the In

dustrial Arts group was somewhat difficult to determine, since

there are so few bases on which to make a comparison. However,

a plan was decided upon which required the following groups

to be set up:

Group A includes students enrolled on the Special Four-

year Industrial Arts curriculum.

Group B includes students enrolled on any of the Regular

Four~year College curricula, ~ taking a major in English.

Group C includes students enrolled on any of the Regular

Four~ye~r College curricula, not taking a major in Mathematics.

Group D includes students enrolled on any of the Regular

Four-year College curricula, not taking a major in Science.
"

Since no women are enrolled on the Special Four-year

Industrial Arts curriculum, the records of men students only

3
Helen E. Stimson, 2£. cit., Table VII, p. 22.

4. ~

~., Fig. 2, p. 43.
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were included in the other groups, thus eliminating any differ-

ences due to sex'.

Also, only the undergraduate work of those students who

have completed at least one year of work in Indiana State

Teachers College, is considered in this study.

D. The Methods Used in Making the Study.

1. Records used. The permanent records of Indiana State

Teachers College were searched for a representative list of

students in the academic field. Such a list was very difficult

to obtain beoause records of students by major subject are in

adequate. The list used, therefore, was taken from the reoords

of license applications and recommendations, and covered the

period beginning with the Fall Quarter, 1928, and ending with

the Summer Quarter 1932.

The list of students in the Industrial Arts field was

obtained from records in the office of the Department of In

dustrial Arts.

The percentile scores on the Freshman Mental Test were

obtained from the office of the Executive Officer of the

Graduate School. The complete scholastic record of each student

used was obtained from the permanent records in the office of

the Registrar.

2. Treatment 2f the ~. After the data were gathered,

the groups were paired on the basis of the percentile score

on the Freshman Mental Test, thus giving two groups which

were approximately equal. Soholarship indexes were then computed
(;

for the ~omplete record; all oourses in Eduoation exoept Praotioe. . "...~ .,

Teaching, whioh was omitted in order to eliminate the influence
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of the major sUbject; English 111 and 112 or equivalent;

Mathema~ics 110 and 112 or equivalent; and Science 181 and

183 or equivalent.

a. Comparison ~ Group A with other grOUps.

Group A was compared with all the other groups combined on

the basis of scholarship index in all courses, and also on

the basis of scholarship index in Education.

b. Group! and Group B compared. From the complete list

of College Course students were selected those who were classi-

fied in Group B. From the complete list of Industrial Arts

students were selected those whose percentile scores were pair-

ed with those in Group B. These two groups were then compared

on the basis of scholarship index in Freshman English courses

111 and 112 or equivalent, these courses being required of all

Freshmen.

c. GrouE A and Group ~ compared. Groups A and C were

paired out of the whole groups in the manner stated above.

They were then compared on the basis of scholarship index in

Freshman Mathematics courses 110 and 112 or equivalent, these

courses being required of all Industrial Arts students.

d. Group A and Group D compared. Groups A and D were

paired from the whole groups in the same manner as the others

and compared on the basis of scholarship index in Freshman

Science courses 181 and 183 or equivalent, these courses being

required,of all Industrial Arts students.

e.Correlations. Correlations of scholarship index with

pereentilescore, calculated by the product-moment method,

were obtained for Group A and for the combined groups. The
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regression equations were also found in both deviation and

score form, for both groups.

f. Reliability of the various measures. In all cases,

the reliability of the measure used was computed from formulas
5

listed by Garrett. However, as Garrett points out, the relia-

bility formulas make allowance only for errors due to sampling.

5
Henry E. Garrett, Statistics .in Psychology and Education.

New ~ork:~o~gmans, Green and Co., 1926. Pp. xiv, 318.



II. A COMPARISON OF THE TWO GROUPS IN GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
AND IN EDUCATION.

For purposes of comparison in general scholarship and in

Education, the groups were not subdivided.

A. Comparison in General Scholarship.

1. Cases considered. From a list of nearly two hundred

fifty names in each group, a final list of one hundred thirty

eight in each was obtained. This reduction was due to the lack

of percentile sco~es for many and to the pairing of the two

groups.

2. Analysis £!~~. In arriving at the measure of

scholarship to be used as a basis for comparison, it seemed

best to adopt the scholarship index as used by the Indiana

State Teachers College. This index is the quotient of the

number of honor points divided by the number of term hours of

credit earned. The number of honor points was found by assign

ing values to each letter grade, as follows: A:4; B~3; C~2;

P or D:l; F=O. No consideration was given to withdrawals.

The general scholarship indexes for the Industrial Arts

students were found to range from 24 to 88, in a bimodal

distribution. The two modes are represented by the midpoint

of the class-intervals as 52.5 and 67.5.

The general scholarship indexes of the students in the

other groups range from 40 to 91, in a more symmetrical

distribution.

The distributions of the two groups are shown in Table

I, which shows the frequency in each class-interval for each

of the two groups.

6



TABLE I

SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES IN ALL SUBJECTS EARNED
BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS STUDENTS AND

COLLEGE COURSE STUDENTS

College Course
Students

Class-interval Industrial
Arts Students

95 - 99.9 0 0

90 - 94.9 0 2

85 - 89.9 1 2

80 - 84.9 4 6

75 - 79.9 6 14

'70 ... 74.9 14 12

65 ... 69.9 26 23

60 64.9 16 17

55 .. 59.9 17 25

·50 - 54.9 28 21

45 .. 49.9 14 12

40 - 44.9 3 4

35 - 39.9 3 0,
i

34.9.r 30 4 0

25 ... 29.9 1 0

20 ... 24.9 1 0

N = 138 N =138
Ave = 59.3~1.03 Ave=-63.l!.95
S.D.= 12.lt.73 S. D•.,.,11 •21 • 68
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From the data in Table I it is £ound that the mean soholar-,

ship index £or Group A is 59.31!1.03, and £or the other groups

63.08±.95, showing a di££erenoe in the obtained means o£ 3.??

in £avor of the oollege groups. The reliability of the obtain-

ed difference was determined by the formula. ~iff,=1/~ l' U::
2

1.

This reliability ooeffioient was found to be 1.402, giving a

signifioant ratio to the obtained differenoe of 2.68. A signifi

cant ratio of this size indioates that there are 99 ohanoes in

100 that a true difference greater than zero, and in favor of '
2

the oollege course students, exists.

B. Comparison in Eduoation.

In the field of Education the soholarship indexes for

Group A range from 25 to 88, and for Groups B, 0, and D oombined,

£rom 25 to 100.

The frequency distributions are shown in Table tI, from

whioh an apparent differenoe in favor of the oollege students

is seen. The mean soholarship index for Group A is 52.33±1.09,

and the standard deviation l2.88±.?8. For the other groups

oombined the mean is 62.1~1.11, and the standard deviation is

l2.9?'± .78.

1
Henry E. Garrett, Statistios !a Psyohology ~ Eduoation.

New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926. pp. l28-13?
2
Ibid., Table XIV, p. 134.



TABLE II

A DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES IN
EDUCATION, EARNED BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS

AND COLLEGE COURSE STUDENTS

9

College
Course
Students

N=138N-=138

Class-interval Industrial
Arts Students

95 .. 99.9 0 1 (100)

90 .. 94.9 0 2

85 - 89.9 1 1

80 ... 84.9 0 4

75 .. 79.9 6 22

70 .. 74.9 3 10

65 - 69.9 12 13

60 - 64.9 6 24

55 .. 59.9 20 11

50 .. 54.9 25 30

45 .. 49.9 16 9

40 .. 44.9 22 6

35 .. 39.9 12 3

30 .. 34.9 6 1

25 .. 29.9 9 1
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1. Variability. In a comparison of the variability of

the two groups, it is seen that they cluster about the means

practically the same, as there is a very slight difference in,
.,....~

the two sigmas. However, applying the Pearson formula for the
. lOOt!

eoefticient of relative variability ( V=Ive. ), V is 24.61 for

Group A and 20.88 for the other groups. Expressing these co-

effieients in terms of percentage, Groups B, 0, and Dare
20.88
24.61 or 84.85% as variable as Group A.

2. Reliability. Referring to Table 11, p.9, the mean

seho1arship index for Group A is 52.3 1.09, and for the other

groups, 62.1 1.11. The obtained differenee of the two means

is 9.8, and is in favor of the college course group. The re

liabi1i ty of this differenoe, by the formula (t(fi~'2:itC, + cf;~ ),
is 1.55. Sinoe the differenoe of the two means is greater than

three times its standard error, it is oertain that a true differ-

enoe greater than zero, and in favor of the oollege course

students, exists between the two groups.

C. Summary.

1. Comparison in all subjeots. From a study of the data

in Table I, P.?, there is found to be a small, but praotioal1y

eertain, differenoe in favor of the oollege oourse groups in

general soholarship index. The significant ratio of the relia

bility of the differenoe to the obtained differenoe reveals that

there are 99.? ohanoes in 100 that the true differenoe between

the true means of the soholarship indexes of the two groups will

be greater than zero.
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2. Comparison ~ Education. In a study of achievement

in Education, as measured by the scholarship index, it is

found that the college oourse groups are but 84.85% as variable

as the industrial arts group.

With an obtained difference of 9.8!l.5, it is evident that

a true difference in favor of the college course group exists.

Since the obtained difference is more than six times its stand

ard error, and a ratio of 3 to 1 indicates certainty, it is

certain that a true difference greater than zero exists be

tween the scholarship indexes of the two groups in Education.
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III. A COMPARISON OF THE TWO GROUPS IN ENGLISH,
MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE.

A. Comparison in English.

In m~king a comparison of achievement in English as

measured by the scholarship index, only the grades in Fresh-

man English courses required of both groups, were used.

I. Personnel of the groups. From the list of students

making up the college course group were chosen those who did

not erect English as a major subject, which group is designated

as Group B. The students from the list of industrial arts

students whose percentile scores were paired with those in

Group B, are designated as Group A.

Of a total of 138 cases in the entire group, there were

101 in Group B. English apparently was not a popular major

subject among the men students, since only 37 out of 138, or

approximately 27%, elected English as a major.

2. Analysis of ~~. A much wider divergence of the

two groups is seen in English. than in Education. While a

study of Table lIT, p. 13, shows the same range in scholarship

index, it also reveals a marked difference in the means of

the two groups, and also in variability.

The means of the two groups, as computed from the data

in Table IIr are, for Group A, 39.9±1.7, and for Group B,

54.l±1.9, ,with an obtained difference of 14.2.



DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCHOL~RSHIP INDEXES IN ENGLISH
FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS STUDENTS AND COLLEGE

OOURSE STUDENTS

13

College
Course
Students

TABLE rtr,

Industrial
Arts Students

Class-interval

95 ... 99.9 1 2

90 .. 94.9 0 1

85 .. 89.9 1 8

80 .. 84.9 0 0

75 .. 79.9 6 8

70 .. 74.9 0 0

65 .. 69.9 0 0

60 .. 64.9 1 17

55 .. 59.9 0 5

50 ... 54'.9 29 28

45 .. 49.9 0 0

40 .. 44.9 0 2

35 .. 39.9 26 17

30 .. 34.9 0 3

25 .. 29.9 31 6

20 .. 24.9 0 0

15 .. 19.9 0 2

10 .. 14.9 0 1

5 .,. 9.9 1 0

o ... 4.9 5 1

N=l01 N;l01+
Ave::::39. 9!:1. 8 Ave=54.1-l.9
S.D.=17.47 S.D.:.::19.28
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The reliability of the difference of the two means, in

terms of its st~ndard error, is 2.6. The significant ratio,
JL

obtained by the formula ((4if() ,is 5.5. Since a ratio of

3 or more indicates certainty, or 100 chances in 100, that a

true difference greater than zero exists between the two groups,

a ratio of 5.5 is more than ample for certainty.

This ratio, 5.5, and the ratio for the two groups in

Educapion, 6.1, are indicative of the same degree of difference,

while the ratio for the two groups in all subjects, 2.'7, shows

a reliability about one-half as great.

In measuring the dispersion of the two groups about their

respective means we find a somewhat wider spread in the case of

Group B.

Group A has a standard deviation of l7.5±1.23, which means

that approximately 68.26% of the scholarship indexes lie between

II 22.4 and 57.4, or a spread of thirty-f'ive points. Group B has
~j

fl a standard deviation of 19.3±1.36, which means that approximately

68.26% of the scholarship indexes lie between 34.8 and 73.4, or

a spread of nearly thirty-nine points.

However, since the dispersion of each of the two groups

is taken about a different central tendency, a more direct

comparison is obtained by the use of Pearson's coefficient of

v-- '2e"o·relative variability, f'ound by the formula •
1747 1928

For Group A, V=~25~43.76. For Group B, V~4.085:35.65.
35.65

Therefore Group B 1s 43.76 or 81.46% as variable as Group A•.

"



B. Comparison in Mathematics.

In comparing the two groups in Mathematics, only the

15

As can be seen

are chosen is that for the years covered by this stUdy, no

Mathematics was required on the college curricula.

1. Personnel of ~~ groups. Those students in the

college course group who did not major in Mathematics and who

earned credit in Freshman courses in Mathematics during their

Freshman year are designated as Group C. From the list of

Industrial Arts students were chosen those who were paired on

grades in Freshman Mathematics courses required on the In

dustrial Arts curriculum are used. The reason these courses

the basis of percentile score with the individuals in Group C.

This group is designated Group A.

From a total of 138 students in each of the two groups,

41 cases were found for Groups C and A. While a group this

size is not large enough to yield very reliable data, it may

serve to indicate the tendencies of the two large student

groups.,

2. Analysis 2! the~. There is quite a difference in

the range of scores for Groups A and C; Group C ranging from

12.5 to 97.5, and Group A from 27.5 to 77.5.

from Table IV, p.16, the scores in Group A are concentrated into

three widely separated class-intervals, While those in Group C '

are more normally distributed.

1
j
,l



TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION:S OF SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES IN
MATHEMATICS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND

, COLLEGE COURSE STUDENTS
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measures of central tendency. A comparison of relative varia-

variability cannot be drawn unless they are measured about equal

17

is 3.8. Applying the formula for the significant ratio,

, we find a ratio of 2.43, which is interpreted as

that there are 99 chances in 100 that a true difference

error,
1)

i(di(f)

meaning

A study of Table IV shows Group 0 to be superior to Group

A when compared on the basis of the means. Group A has a mean

sbholarahip index of 5l.5~2.8, while Group C has a mean scholar

ship index of 60.8f2.5, a differenc~ of 9.3 in favor of Group C.

The reliability of this difference, in terms of its st,andard

bili~y of the two groups can be made because such a measure

takes into account both the central tendency and the variability

about that central tendency.

greater than zero exists between the scholarship indexes of the

two groups in Mathematics.

In comparing the two groups-on the basis of relative

variability, by means of Pearson's formula for the coefficient
1006'

of variation, V-Average , we find for Group A a coefficient of

34.97, and for Group C a coefficient of 26.86. In terms of
26~86

percentage, Group C is 34.97 , or 76.81% as variable as Group
1

A. According to Garrett a direct comparison of measures of
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C. Comparison in Science.

The difference between the two groups in Science is great-

. er than that of any or the other subject matter groups consider

ed in this report.

1. Personnel of the two groups. From the group of college

course students those were selected who had not majored in '

Science. This group comprised 83 students, and is designated

as Group D. From the list of industrial arts students were

taken those whose records were paired with Group D. This group

is designated as Group A.

Of the total group of 138 students, 55 or 40% selected

Science as one major.

The grades earned in Freshman courses in Physics were used

in computing the scholarship indexes for the two groups.

2. Analysis of the data. A considerable difference is

noted in the range of scholarship indexes for the two groups

in Science. Group A ranges, in terms of class-intervals, from

2.5 to 87.5; and Group D from 27.5 to 97.5.

A study of Table V, p. 19, shows that for Group A the mean

is 44.45±2.03; and for Group D, 64.36±1.79, a difference of

19.91 in favor of the college group. The reliability of this

difference in terms of its standard error is 2.71.

The significant ratio of the difference of the two means

to its standard error is 7.35, and as a ratio of 3 is considered

to denote complete reliability, or assurance that a difference

greater than zero exists, the obtained ratio, 7.35, indicates

so much added reliability. It may, therefo~ be considered

that °a real difference in achievement in Science in favor of

the college course students, exists.
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There is quite a difference, too, in the variation within

the two groups. As measured by the coefficient of variation,

Group A,is much more variable than Group D. The coefficient

of variation for Group A is 41.64 and for Group D it is 25.44.
25.44

Group D is, therefore, 41.64 , or 61.1% as variable as Group A.

TABLE V

DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES IN SCIENCE
FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND COLLEGE COURSE

STUDENTS



course students.

the industrial arts group.
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o

o

o
N=83
Ave.=64.36±1.79
S.D.=16.37

1

o

3

No':83
Ave.=44.45!2.03
S.D.=lS.51

D. Summary.

TABLE V (Continued)

5 - 9.9

0... 4.9

The significant ratio of the difference, 14.2, to its standard

than zero exists between the two groups. The difference between

the means show this difference to be in favor of the college

1. Comparison !!! English. A much wid.er divergence of the

two groups is apparent in English than in Education.

Computation of scholarship ihdexes in English for the two

groups give a mean index for Group A of 39.9±1.7, and for Group

B, 54.l±1.9. The obtained difference of the two means is l4.2±2.6.

error, 2.6, is 5.5, indicating that a true difference greater

The relative variability of the two groups shows Group B

to be 81.46% as variable as Group A. The coefficient of relative

variability for Group A is 43.76 and for Group B is 35.65.

2. Comparison !!! Mathematics. On the basis of the differ-

that the college course group will be superior in Mathematics to

ence between the means, the college course students are shown

to be superior to the industrial arts students in Mathematics.

The mean scholarship index for Group A is 5l.5±2.8, and for Group

0, 60.Sf2.5, with a difference of 9.3±3.8. The significant ratio
9.3

is ~or 2.43, which indicates that there are 99 chances in 100
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The coefficient of relative variability for Group A is

34.9', and for Group C is 26.86. Group C is therefore,

?6.81% as variable within itself as is Group A.

3. Comparison in Science. A greater difference between

the groups is noted in Science than in Education, English, or

Mathematics. The mean scholarship index for Group A, the·

industrial arts group, is 44.45~2.03; and for Group D, the

college group, is 64.36t1.?9, giving a difference of 19.9l~.?1

in favor of the college group. The reliability of this differ

ence is quite high, being ?35 or more than twice the necessary

amount to insure ~omp1ete reliability. A true difference in

favor of the College group is thus shown to exist.

The coefficient of relative variability for Group A is

41.64, and for Group D 1s 25.44. Group D is, therefore, 61.1%

as variable as Group A.
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true r lies between .183 and .575.

the two distributions.

c .c
x y

It was therefore deemed desirable to

l:x'y'
r: N

Freshman Mental Test.

dicated before, were based on the percentile score on the

and percentile score for both of the student groups.

A. Correlation for the Industrial Arts Group.

The method used to obtain the coefficient of correlation

I
Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education.

New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926, p. 167.

determine what correlation exists between scholarship index

By the solution of the formula, r is determ!ned as .379

with a FE of .049, which means that the true r lies between

6 .6x y

in Which~X'Y' is the sum of all the product deviations; Cx
andcy the corrections, in units of class-interval, used in

determining the means of the two distributions; and 6x and 6y ,

the standard deviations, also in units of class-interval, of

.33 and .428, and that it is certain that, for this group, the

was the product-moment or Pearson method, Whereby r, the co-
t I
~ efficient of correlation is found by the formula

IV. CORRELATION OF SCHOLARSHIP INDF..x. WITH
PERCENTILE SCORES.

I~ In pairing the individual records for consideration in
~.t
H thi.s study, it was evident that some· differences existed in

scholarship index in a number of the pairings, which as in-



The formulae used for the regression equations, in deviation

use of r lie in its predictive value; that is, the extent to which
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2
.x

6
x

The real significance and

and.y

1. The regression equations.

x:: r. 6
. y

the relationship between two values may be used to predict one

Whether or not this relationship is significant may be deter

mined by the regression coefficient.

The regression equations in score form are more useful than

Since r is ·positive but small, there is evidently a slight

relationship between scholarship index and percentile score.

2
Henry E. Garrett, 2E. £li., pp. 178-179.

from the other.

form, are:
6x

in which x represents scholarship index and y represents per

eentile score. From substituting in the two formulae, x:.19y

and y=.75x.

These values mean that for a known deviation from the mean

will be .19 as great; and for a known deviation from the mean

in scholarship index the probable deviation in percentile score

in percentile score the probable deviation in scholarship index

will be .75 as great.

in deviation form. The equations are



Y.=..'75X + 5.45
and

The reliability of

PE( )' the formula for which isest

PE( est xt= 0 6745 x6x --r;;:;i
and

and

the prediction of values of the dependent variable is deter-

3
Henry E. Garrett, 2£. £!!., p. 184.

in percentile rank.

2. Probable error of the estimate.

here determined, as the following:

X:.19Y+49.82

where Xis the score in scholarship index and Y is the score

24

mined most conveniently by means of the probable error of the

estimate,

PE(est y)::14.89 •

These values of the PE(est) mean that, having obtained a

predicted scholarship index, the chanoes are 50 in 100 that

the true scholarship index will be within the limits of+7.75

of the obtained score, and, haVing obtained a predicted percentile

saore, that the chances are also even that the true percentile

score lies within the limits of ±14.89 of the obtained score.

SUbstituting in these formulae the values ~x:12.067;

6y=23.805; and r=.379; the equations become

PE(est X)::7.55
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B. Correlation ~or the College Course Group.

The same formulae and methods were used in obtaining the

ooeffioient of oorrelation, r; the regression equations; and,

the probable errors of the estimate, as were used in obtain~

lng these values for the Industrial Arts group.

Substituting in the ~quation

LX'Y'
N

°X·Oy
the following values:Lx'y'-636; 0x::.74; 0r.1l6; 6x:::.50455;

6y~.243; r 1s found to be .3698 with a FE of .049.

The Pearson r for this group is slightly smaller than ~or

the Industrial Arts group.

1. The regression eguations. The regression equations

for the College group in deviation ~orm, after solution are:

x= .152y

for the regression of soholarship index on peroentile soore;

and

y= .899x

fQr the regression of peroentile soore on soholarship index.

In these two equations x represents deviations in soholarship

index and y represents deviations in peroentile score.

The equations in score form are

X=- .152Y+53 .15

and

Y= .899X+9.46



of Correlation.

C. The Difference Between the two Coefficients

for the PE of the difference. The ratio of the difference to
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•

a value of .0047

The probable error

rl-r2); -YPE;1+PE;2

above formula gives

2. Probable error of the estimate.

PEediff.

The solution of the

where X is sohola.rship index and Y is percentile score.

of the estimate for the regression of soholarship index on,

peroentile soore is±1.0l4, which means that the chances are

even that the true scholarship index will lie between the

limits of the obtained index +1.014.

The probable error of the estimate for the regression

of percentile score on scholarship index is ±11.06. The

the PEediff,) is approximately 2, which indicates that there

are 91 chances in 100 that a true differenoe greater than zero

lies between the limits of the obtained percentile score ± 11.06.

chances, therefore, are even that the true percentile score

both lie somewhere within the same approximate range.

,
for which is

The ooeffioients of oorrelation for the two groups are

nearly the same, being, .319%.049 for the industrial arts

group, and .3698±.049 for the college course group. The

probable errors are the same, showing tha.t the true rls will

The r for the industrial arts group is larger, the differ

ence being .0092. The significance of this apparent difference

is determin~d by finding the PE of the difference, the formula
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will exist betwe~n the true r's of the two groups. Sinceany

measure'whichls less than 4 times as great as its PE is con

sidered unreliable, the obtained difference between the two

r's is not reliable.

D. Summary.

1. Correlation data for the Industrial Arts Group.

The value of r is found to be .379~.049, showing a slight

relationship existing between scholarship index and percentile

score on the Freshman Mental Test.

The regression equations in score form, based on this value

of r, are: X:.19Y+49.82, and Y=.75 X+5.45, where X.=score in

scholarship index, and Y~ the score in percentile rank.

The probable error of the estimate indicates the limits

between which the true score will probably lie.

The P.E. =t'7.55, and the P.E. =±14.89. These
(est.X) (est. Y)

values mean that the chances are even.that the true score will

lie between the limits of the predicted score plus or minus the

P.E. •
(est.)
The values of the regression equations in this case, how

4
ever, are very small, because as Garrett points out, with a

low correlation or a high variability the predictions are

little better than a ~~ess. Both of these conditions are pre-

aent in this case, so the predictions are practically valueless.

4
Henry E. Garrett, £E. c1 t. ,p. 185.
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2. Oorrelation data for the College Group. The value of

r for the College Group is found to be .3698 t: .049. The re

gression equations, in deviation form, based on this value of

r, are: x= .152y and y =.899x. In scorE;l form they are:

X: .152Y+53.15; and Y; .899X+9.46, where X is scholarship index

and Y is percentile score.

The P.E. ;: :t'7.014 and the P.E. =:t17.06,
(est. X) fest. Y)

indicating the limits above and below the estimated score,

within which the true score will probably lie. On the basis

of the P.E. the chances are 50 in 100 that the true score will

lie within these limits.

However, when r is small, the P.E. approaches the
(est.)

P.E. of the distribution of scores, which means that the esti-

mate based on one group of data alone is as reliable as when
5

both groups of data are available. This indicates that the

low degree of correlation in this case between scholarship

index and percentile score is but little better than a guess.

A value of r ganging from .15 or .20 to .35 or .40 1s

inter.preted by Rugg, however, as indicating a marked relation
6

ship. He says further, "Except in the case in which the

variability is the same, r does not enable us to foretell, for

example, knowing the value of one

oJ

5
Henry E. Garrett, Ope cit., pp. 288-289.

6
H. O. Rugg, Statistical Methods Applied to Education.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1917. pp.256-257.
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trait, what, on the average, the value of the other will

be."

In this case, while there is ev~dence of at least a

slight relationship between percentile rank and scholarsh~ip

in~ex, the use of r as a predictive device is practically

valueless.



considered to denote complete reliability, a ratio of 6.3 shows

2.68 indicates that there is practical certainty that a true

A. Comparison in General Scholarship.

30

Since a significant ratio of 3 is

3.77 in favor of the College course groups. A reliability
3.77

coefficient of 1.402 and a significant ratio of 1:402 or

A comparison of the two groups on the basis of mean

scholarship index reveals a difference between the means of

v. SUMMARY.

difference, greater than zero, exists between the two groups.

B. ~omparison in Education.

The mean scholarship index in Education for the Industrial

Arts group is 52.33 ±1.09; and for the College group, 62.1±'1.11,

showing a difference in favor of the College group. This differ~

ence, with ita reliability coefficient, is 9.8+1.55, giving a

significant ratio of 6.3.

that there is a true difference greater than zero in favor of

the College group in achievement in Education•

. While the standard deviations of the two groups are nearly

the same" 12.88 ± .78 for the Industrial Arts group, and 12.97±

.78 for the College group - a comparison of relative variability

shows the College groups to be only 84.85% as variable as the

Industrial Arts group.
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C. Comparison in English.

The data used in comparing the two groups in English

are based on a smaller number of cases, 101. There is a

large difference in the mean schola~ship index for the

two groups. The mean for the Industrial Arts group is 39.'9±1.7,

and for the College group it is 54.1 ± 1.9, showing a difference

in favor of the College group of 14.2 ± 2.6. The significant

ratio of this difference to its standard error is 5.5, which

is more than. ample to indicate that there is a true differ-

ence greater than zero between the mean scholarship indexes

in English, of the two groups.

Group B, the College group, also seems to be more consis-

tent or stable within itself. While it shows a larger standard

deviation than the Industrial Arts group, it also has a much

higher mean. When these two measures are considered by means

of Pearson's coefficient of variation, the College group is

found to be 81.46% as variable as the Industrial Arts group.

This fact indicates that the College group ranks consistently

higher in English then does the Industrial Arts group.

D. Comparison in Mathematics.

The mean scholarship indexes of the two groups, 5l.5± 2.8

for the Industrial Arts group and 60.8 ± 2.5 for the College

group, show a difference of 9.3 in favor of the College group.

The standard error of this difference is 3.8, giving a signifi-
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9.3
oant ratio of ~ or 2.43, which meanS that there are 99

ohances, 1n 100 that there will be a true differenoe greater than

F. zero between the means of the scholarship indexes of the two
~,

groups. This true differenoe, as indioated by the means, ,is

in favor of the College group.

In terms of the coefficient of relative variability, the

College group again is more oonsistent in aohievement, being

76.81% as variable as the Industrial Arts group.

E. Comparison in Soience.

There is a large differenoe,in the ranges of the two

groups in Science, with a oorrespondingly large difference

in the means, since the skewness of the two distributions is

in opposite directions.

The mean of the Industrial Arts group is 44.45± .03; and

of the College group, 64.36 + 1.79, showing a differenoe in

favor of the College group of 19.9i +2.71.

The signifioant ratio of this differenoe to its standard

error is 7.35, whioh is more than twice as large as is necessary

t? insure oomp1ete reliability. There is, therefore, a true

differenoe greater than zero between the two groups, ~nd in

favor of the College group.

The ooeffioient of relative variability for the two groups;

41.64 for Group A, and 25.44 for Group D; shows Group D to be

only 61.1% as variable as Group A.



Sinoe these reliability values are
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F. Oorrelation of S~holarship Indexes with

Percentile Soore~.

1. !h! Industrial !!!! grouE. By theproduot-moment

method, the ooeffioient of oorrelation between soholarship'
I

Inciexand peroentile score for Group A is .379 ± .049, show.

ing evidence of some relationship between the two values.

The regresslonequations, in deviation form, are

X =.191' and y =.75x; where x represents soholarship index

and l' peroentile score. In sooreform these equations be

oome X= .19Y .... 49.82, and Y:: .75X+5.45; where X is the score

in soholarship index and Y is the soore in peroentile rank.

is determined as ± 7.55; and the

P. E.
(est.Y)

large in relation to the quartile deviations of the two

distributions, they reveal the relative unreliability of the

regression equations.

2. !h!College group. The ooeffioient of oorrelation
(,

for this group is •3698±.049, being .0092 smaller than the

ooeff"()lentof oorrelation for Group A.

The regression equations, in deviation torm, are

x:: .1521', and y;; .899x, where x represents soholarship index

and l' ,peroentile Boore. In soore torm these equations beoome

x= .152Yt-53.1S, and Y= .899Xt-9.46.
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matter fields of Mathematics, English, and Science.

are inferior, scholastically, to Academic students.

The difference:3. The Difference Between the two rls.- ---

G. Conclusions as a Result of this Study.

1. The Question Answered. As was stated in the reason for

as tools of prediction, since the P.· E. so closely
(est.)

approaches the quartile deviation of the distribution of the

original data.

The P. E. is t'7 .014, and the P. E.
(est.X) (est.Y)

is ±'17.06. As in the case of the Industrial Arts group,

these values show the regression equations to be unreliable

in general scholastic achievement and in the separate subject-

making this study, an attempt was to be made to determine the

amount of truth in the assu~ptlon that Industrial Arts students

between the two rls is .0092, with a P. E. of .004'7. The

significant ratio of the difference to its P. E. is approximate~

ly 2, which is too small to be reliable. A significant ratio

of 2 indicates that there are only 91 chances in 100 that a

true difference really exists. The small difference between the

two rls is therefore an unreliable one.

The analysis of the several pertinent data show that there

is. a .slight difference, in favor of the Academic students, in

scholastic achievement between the two student groups in

Indiana State Teachers College. This difference is found both
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The,series of tests, known as the Freshman Mental

Test, revealed little as to the students' future academic

aehievement. The value of the coefficient of correlation

is low, and the value of its Probable Error is large, thereby

rendering r of little value as an accurate tool of prediction

in this case. The value of r does, however, indicate a small,

positive relationship between scholarship index and percentile

seore on the Freshman Mental Test.

2. Further Studies. Some topies for further study which

have suggested themselves are; Tn-service Training of

Industrial Arts Teachers; The Relation Between Scholarship

Index and Sucoess or Failure of Industrial Arts Teachers;

and Graduate Work in Industrial Arts.
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